
What is the future of the 
It’s Me 247 suite?

HOW WILL THE MOBILE BUSINESS CHANGE HOW 
WE THINK ABOUT THESE CHANNELS?



What is the future of the It’s Me 247 suite?

■ Online banking mirrors CU*BASE in that it is one 
software application that serves many

■ It’s Me 247 serves nearly 300 CUs with 2.5 million 
members, and handles over a million sessions a month

■ The It’s Me 247 brand and its general look turns 12 
years old this year 

■ Last November CEOs discussed what’s next for the brand 
and the look-and-feel – is it time for a simple facelift, or is 
it time for a radical change?

■ Now that the foundation of  It’s Me 247 is 
approaching a tipping point as to its use of  APIs, we 
do have radical options should we decide to invest –
the biggest idea is blending online banking services 
with websites (Online ‘19)

■ The primary projects we’ll take on 
over the next 12 months:

■ Internet LOS already discussed 

■ A partnership with MTG to revitalize 
PIB as a base security platform for 
how members use these channels

■ A partnership with MTG to complete 
a new navigation for our HTML 
It’s Me 247 Mobile Web 

■ Deeper dive with It’s My Biz 247
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Everyone will drive the OLB 
team over the next 18 months to 

activate their priority APIs

LET’S FOCUS ON ONLINE BANKING FIRST



Personal Internet Banking (PIB) re-envisioned 
for the next decade

■ Since the introduction of  PIB in 2006 (yes, PIB even pre-
dates It’s Me 247!), the world has changed

■ We built an amazing foundation to appease the 
regulatory/security community, but the member 
experience was something CUs never really wanted

■ Opportunities to take everything prime time:

■ Create a mobile PIB dashboard, ready for members to use

■ Revisit and remove some security concepts that have fallen 
out of  favor

■ Re-document, retrain, and recommit our network to the 
idea that members control their experiences via desktop 
banking or mobile access

MOBILE AND MACO MAY FINALLY MAKE THIS A MEMBER TOOL
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QUICK PIB STATS
FOR CU*ANSWERS ONLINE CLIENTS 

AS OF 11/2018

67 CUs (35%) have it enabled

69 CUs (37%) don’t have 
PIB enabled at all 

54 CUs (28%) don’t let 
members change their 

own PIB settings



57Personal Internet Banking (PIB) re-envisioned 

No more 
wizard...jump 
right to the 
setting you 

need
Check it out 
in the app!



A new navigation for mobile web, both It’s Me 247 and 
It’s My Biz 247

■ Early in 2019 we committed to a mobile 
web solution for It’s My Biz 247

■ While it’s not clear that every business wants a 
mobile solution, it does provide us a new 
opportunity

■ We decided to introduce a new mobile 
navigation through It’s My Biz 247 users, as 
a proof-of-concept and testing ground

■ By now both the market and our internal 
teams have a new expectation for what mobile 
web should look like and what features it 
should have
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OUR HTML MOBILE WEB SOLUTIONS AT THE CORE OF EVERYTHING MOBILE

It’s My Biz 247 mobile web beta tests are 
underway right now, but the limited 

audience is both a blessing and a curse – we 
need to get more people involved

By October 2020, we will work 
with CUs to introduce this 

new nav as the foundation for 
all It’s Me 247 mobile web 

users in the network



59A new nav for mobile web, starting with 

Full support 
for tabletsChoose your 

“favorites” to 
show on the 
home page

Quick look 
at balance 
and recent 

transactions

Check it out 
in the app!



Is the Internet the best place to engage a new class of 
members?

60

ARE BUSINESS SERVICES OLD SCHOOL, OR CAN WE START WITH A NEW SCHOOL APPROACH?



Is the Internet the best place to engage a new class of 
members?
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ARE BUSINESS SERVICES OLD SCHOOL, OR CAN WE START WITH A NEW SCHOOL APPROACH?

We’re implementing 
this fee in 

October 2019



The Internet is 
a perfect place 
to hang out 
your shingle
BUT BUILDING SIGNIFICANT 
REVENUES WITH BUSINESS 
MEMBERS TAKES FAR MORE 
THAN HANGING OUT A 
SHINGLE



Announcing our first 2020 Boot Camp: 
A formal business platform design team

■ Throughout 2020, I want to work with 
CU leaders who are focused on the 
business member community and its 
opportunities:

■ Developing a member approach and the 
data configuration that identifies 
opportunities and results

■ Plant the stake: what to call out on the 
Internet that announces your arrival as a 
CU for businesses 

■ Approaches for savings products and 
miscellaneous savings-related services

■ Approaches for lending prices and miscellaneous 
loan services

■ Internet online/mobile channel products

■ Analyzing business members as direct members 
and their potential membership impact as SEGs

■ Developing packages for business profiles 

■ 3rd party vendor integrations and products, and 
services the CU is planning on
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Is developing a business platform a CUSO 
investment, or it is a credit union a la carte shopping 
experience? We need to answer this question in 2020

2019 SAW A RASH OF INQUIRIES ABOUT OUR BUSINESS PLATFORM DESIGN
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Is developing a business platform a CUSO 
investment, or it is a credit union a la carte shopping 
experience? We need to answer this question in 2020

2019 SAW A RASH OF INQUIRIES ABOUT OUR BUSINESS PLATFORM DESIGN

The CMS consulting team that will 
coordinate our business platform 
development and advisory board

KICKOFF MEETING AT THE NOVEMBER 2019 CEO 
STRATEGIES EVENT



Positive Pay: A partnership between 
eDOC and CU*BASE 

One of  the products that seems to be on people’s minds for 2020 is Positive Pay

■ How it works:

■ A business member’s check register is 
used to verify whether a check should 
be cleared or not by the check processor

▪ eDOC holds the member’s check register

■ The checking account needs to be 
identified in CU*BASE in case any 
checks are presented via in-house drafts 
or converted to an ACH item

▪ CU*BASE verifies activity against 
eDOC’s member check file
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WHY WE NEED A BUSINESS PLATFORM DESIGN TEAM AND A BROADER VISION

■ Potential issues:

■ Should CU*Answers support multiple check 
processing vendors?  What happens if  the check 
processor’s approach is different?

■ How do we handle CUs who may want to 
provide check clearing services across the counter 
to these members?  What other features will CUs 
differ on in using a Positive Pay platform?

■ There is no standard to certify against or ratify 
for the CU or the member – just competitive 
solutions to consider
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Speaking of things specific to check processors...
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LIVE FOR CU*CHECK IP CLIENTS IN 19.05; DOORS OPEN FOR OTHERS IN 19.10

Access to check 
images from 

trans history and 
working daily 

exceptions



DHD Driving API 
Utilization
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See Scott Page at the DHD 
vendor table if you need an 

updated API catalog for 
your 2020 projects



New first-time user activation scheme for It’s Me 247
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IN BETA NOW, RELEASING IN 19.10

Project champion: TruChoice FCU



Private Contacts via It’s Me 247
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COMING SPRING 2020

Project champion: TruChoice FCU



73Private Contacts via It’s Me 247

Can optionally activate secure 
replies, or use it simply to 

receive more detailed incoming 
messages from members 

Project champion: TruChoice FCU


